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Of all the top names in the 

Justice League it seems like 

nobody takes more crap than 

Aquaman. Even within his own 

continuity it's been established 

that a lot of the world sees him 

as a lesser metahuman. There's 

this big assumption out there 

that all Aquaman can do is talk 

to fish, and that he's useless on 

land. The truth is that not only can he be incredibly compelling, he is a 

founding member of the Justice League for a reason. 

 

Reason 1: Aquaman is a super strong, bulletproof, sea-Tarzan 

 

When young Aquaman was born his blond hair was seen as an omen. 

Blond Atlanteans were supposedly cursed and were killed as babies by 

leaving them on a reef to die from exposure when the tide went out. 

Baby Aquaman, however, was rescued and raised by dolphins. 

 

Now, I know what you're thinking. Right off the bat you're saying that 

nothing badass has ever come from dolphins. Dolphins are what faux-

rebellious girls tattoo on their shoulders. Dolphins leap over rainbows 

and talk to Elijah Wood. While all of that may be true, dolphins are also 

highly intelligent predators that beat up on sharks. 

 

The dolphins themselves aren't what you should really focus on, though. 

Think of the fact that Aquaman, as a child, was physically capable of 

keeping up with a dolphin family. 

  

Aquaman's body is adapted to functioning at the very bottom of the 

ocean the same way a physically fit man would function on dry land. 

His skin is literally tough enough to withstand machine gun fire. He can 

see and hear things in the murky depths, so imagine how well he can see 

and hear when there isn't a bunch of salt-water in his way. 

 

As for his strength, do a little experiment on your own and see. Weigh 

yourself down for a week. Add a small load, using a backpack, of 30 

pounds or so. Wear this everywhere, while you're doing everything. 

After a week, don't put it on. Go for a short run, see how easy it feels. 

Instead of a 30 pound backpack Aquaman is moving around while 

thousands of pounds of pressure surround him from all sides. When he 

operates on land his strength is the very definition of superhuman. 

Superman feels Aquaman's punches, and Aquaman's hands don't break 

when he lands them. 

 

Reason 2: He is solely responsible for protecting more than ½ the planet 

 

The earth is 3/5 water. It's a lot. If you ever go to the ocean, take a 

minute to think about just how big that body of water is. They all 

connect, it's all the same water. Now take a minute and think about how 

many superheroes take care of 

problems in and on the water. 

Superman might take care of a 

shipwreck here or there, and 

Batman might investigate 

something 'fishy' in Gotham 

harbor. For the most part, 

though, Aquaman and his sea-

cronies are the only ones in that 

universe dealing with pirates, 

ships in distress, pollution, 

natural disasters, supervillains, 

and even civil unrest amongst the 

extensive underwater population. 



People talk about Aquaman not doing much 

on land, but when you look at how much 

area he has to take care of can you really 

blame him? I'm surprised he gets as much 

done as he does. Superman may save the 

world on a regular basis, but it's pretty much 

always because something terrible is 

happening where he lives (and the problem 

can be solved by punching it). Batman rarely 

leaves Gotham, and even franchised Batman 

so he could be home more. Aquaman takes 

care of all of the oceans and still shows up when the Justice League call 

him. He is a busy dude, and he pretty much never throws it in all of 

their faces. 

 

Reason 3: He is willing to die for us, even though we're wrecking his 

home 

 

Aquaman is in a unique position because he can communicate with sea 

life. An oil spill is objectively bad. Now imagine that when you see the 

once adorable seal in that oil spill, covered in crude and dying, you can 

hear him suffer. You know his name and you know what kind of pain 

he's in. 

 

It's not exactly a secret that we haven't taken the best care of our oceans. 

But for Aquaman, when a shark gets finned and thrown back to the sea 

it isn't just a shark. It's Larry, and he was a pretty nice guy. And now 

he's going to either bleed to death or drown because of human beings. 

Things like sewage, toxic waste, and various types of debris have greatly 

changed our oceans in just the past 200 years. And Aquaman is the one 

superhuman that gets to experience it all. 

 

Aquaman still puts himself at risk time and again to defend and even 

save humanity. There was a storyline in the 80s where most of the big 

name Justice Leaguers were off planet when earth was attacked by 

Martians. Aquaman went to Detroit and rounded up every b-list DC 

hero he could to make his own Justice League and save humanity. 

 

Yeah, he's superhuman and he may not stand a good chance of being 

injured seriously, but biologically he's still a fish man. If he's out of the 

water too long he will die. If he already has to take care of 3/5 of the 

world, and he could die just from being out in that other 2/5 for too 

long, nobody would blame him for just staying in the ocean. Instead he's 

there for the fight every time the JLA calls because the world is in 

danger. 

 

Now, I'm not saying you should make a pile of all your Batman and 

Green Lantern books and burn them in protest over Aquaman's 

treatment. What I am saying is that when you want to make a comic-

book joke, maybe you should reexamine your go-to 'Aquaman is lame' 

lines. 
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